Introduction 26
The presence of feathers is one of the most defining characteristics of birds. 27
Feathers are not only specialized for flight but also to relay a plethora of visual 28 signals to both friends and foes alike through specific visual patterns, such as 29 camouflage (GLUCKMAN AND Junglefowl has a wide range of plumage colours ranging from dark red to light 50 orange. Several of the domesticated chicken breeds such as the white leghorn 51 layer and commercial broiler breeds provide a stark contrast to the colourful 52
Red Junglefowl as they are completely white and display no sexual 53 dichromatism. 54
55
There are several genes implicated in plumage colour variation. We can 56 subdivide colour genes into three distinct classes depending on their mechanism. 57 Intra-individual patterning genes determine the patterns we can observe across 58 an individual. Intra-feather patterning genes determine the pattern within each 59
feather (e.g barred feathers (SCHWOCHOW THALMANN et al. 2017) Wings were removed post-mortem from individuals after slaughter at 212 days 114 in the case of the F 8 individuals. Each wing was photographed using a tripod 115 mounted NIKON D5500 with a 40mm lens using a LF-PB-3 (Falcon Eyes) light 116 tent and two fixed 24Watt DULUX L (Osram) lights mounted to brackets to 117 ensure identical lighting conditions were used for each wing. A standardized blue 118 background was used for each shot, whilst an X-rite colour checker chart (with 119 both pure white and red coloured squares) was included in each photograph to 120 normalize colour levels. Wing photos were taken on the blue background, and a 121 corresponding image was taken of the blank background without the wing 122 present. Raw image quality was used for subsequent calculations. Two separate 123 phenotypes were extracted from each wing, peak and overall red intensity. Peak The mask computed in the previous step is used to set all non-wing pixels to a 160 black background colour. Next the colour vectors in the masked image are 161 converted from the RGB colour space to the HSV colour space using the Matlab 162 function rgb2hsv. In this HSV the colour of a pixel is described by three values: H 163 is the hue (described by an angle), S is the saturation described by an interval 164 and finally V is the value, which is a non-negative number describing the 165 lightness. In the application only reddish pixels are of interest. The 166 corresponding region in colour space was defined as the region where the hue 167 value was between 0.6 and 0.7 and the saturation value was greater than 0.75. The individuals in the F 10 and F 12 fine mapping eQTL population were genotyped 241 for sixteen SNP markers which had been identified in the F8 mapping population 242 as being flanking markers for the QTL with the two colour phenotypes (see 243 supplementary table 1 for locations and primers). Five were located on chr2, 244 three on chr10 and chr14 respectively, and two markers on chr 15 and chr 11 245 and finally one marker on chr26, for a total of 16 markers. These SNP markers 246 were all genotyped by pyrosequencing on a QIAGEN pyromark q24 using 247 QIAGEN GOLD reagents. DNA was extracted from blood using a standard salt 248 extraction protocol, except for a small number of individuals were blood samples 249 were missing and DNA was instead extracted from feathers using a modified 250 protocol for the Qiagen DNEasy kit with dithiothreitol(DTT) added to the lysis 251 step. 252
253
Analysis was performed using a three-step procedure. Initially, all genes that 254 were present in the colour QTL regions detected in the F 8 analysis were selected 255 as candidates (n=875, Reference genome version GalGal4). These probes were 256 then correlated with the specific red colour phenotype obtained for each feather 257 sample (see above), using a linear model to fit gene expression levels and colour 258 score using the lmFit function in the limma R package (RITCHIE et al. 
QTL analysis 280
QTL analyzes were performed using both peak red intensity and overall red 281 intensity in the F 8 birds (n= 380). Three separate QTL were identified for peak 282 intensity on chromosomes 2 at 149cM, chromosome 10 at 176cM, and 283 chromosome 14 at 207cM. In the case of the loci on chromosomes 2 and 10, the 284 RJF genotype led to an increase in red intensity, whilst for the chromosome 14 285 locus the WL genotype led to an increase in red intensity. Four separate QTL 286 were identified for overall red intensity on chromosomes 2 (at 81cM), 11 (at 287 73cM), 15 (at 148cM) and 26 (at 0cM). Once again, for two of the loci (on 288 chromosomes 2 and 15) the RJF genotype led to an increase in red intensity. The 289 other loci on chromosomes 11 and 26 mainly acted through dominance rather 290 than additive variation. 291
Targeted Expression Analyses 293
The loci that were identified using the initial genome-wide F 8 scan were then 294 assessed using gene expression data from the F 10 and F 12 generations. We 295 correlated the expression levels to the relative intensity of red colouration with 296 all genes (a total of 875 probesets) located within the confidence intervals of the 297 seven QTL regions. After multiple testing corrections (FDR, p=0.05) were applied 298 we found 76 probesets that were correlated with the peak intensity of red 299 colouration. (FDR adjusted p-value < 0.05). 300
301
In order to further narrow down the list of potential candidate genes we 302 performed an eQTL analysis using the probesets that correlated with colour 303 using a set of targeted markers within colour QTL. We detected six eQTLs 304 covering 5 genes that were genome-wide suggestive (including a multiple testing 305 correction for the total number of genes tested), two for genes associated with 306 overall red intensity and four that are associated with the peak red intensity (see 307 table 2). All were trans-eQTLs, being controlled from a region on chromosome 10 308 (15Mb). The aim of this study was to identify genes and genetic loci that affect red 324 colouration in the chicken. By treating colour as a quantitative trait, as opposed 325 to looking for solely discrete classes, we have identified a total of seven small 326 effect QTL that until now have been overlooked. Furthermore, by combining this 327 with a targeted genetical genomics approach in an additional population we have 328 identified five candidate genes affecting the intensity of red colouration. These 329 genes would be unlikely to have been identified using more classical (presence/ 330 absence of major genes) linkage methods. This is unsurprising given that the 331 average effect size was around 7% in our study, whilst the high degree of epitasis 332 between loci would have meant they would have been extremely hard to 333 pinpoint using single scan approaches. Results from the QTL scan of the two phenotypes(red spot intensity and average red red) in the initial F8 mapping population. QTL locations (in cM), Lod scores, effect sizes (r 2 ), additive and dominance values, confidence intervals (as per a 1.8 lod drop method), covariates and interactions are all shown.
27 Table 2 Summary of candidate genes with both a significant correlation with red intensity and a significant eQTL. The table includes the log of Fold change for the probe in question, t value of the gene expression, the adjusted p-value and the B value for the correlation between expression levels and colour score. In addition, it has the chromosomal location of the eQTL marker (plus the marker name), the additive and dominance effects of the eQTL, the % of variation explained by the eQTL (r-squared value), lod score and the location of the gene itself.
29
Supplementary table 1. The table contains relevant information about the SNP markers and their respective primers used in the eQTL analysis. Position is both given in cM which relates to the QTL intevals, the Mb position is from the chicken reference genome(GALGAL4) and the position is given for the focal SNP.
